
PUNJAB STATE POWER CORP. LTD.
(Office of Legal Advisor Patiala)

1. DGP/ Vigilance, PSPCL
2. All Engineers-in- Chief / Chief Engineers in PSPCL
3. ALL CAOs, FA, CFO, Chief Auditor in PSPCL
4. ALL Dy/CEs/ SEs in PSPCL

Mail

Memo No 750 /q f ;Dated 'ls/3'borg
tLB-(e220e) 16

Subject:- LPA no. 95 12019 titled as PSPCL Vs Surinder Singh along with other

connected LPAs,

(Regairding regularization of Part Time Workers services in view of the

policy dated 04.03.1999)

In context of subject cited matter, it is hereby expressed that in PTS

matter, number of LPAs were filed by PSPCL / PSTCL against decision dt.

27.07.18 of Single Bench of High Court. Hon'ble High Court declined all the

contentions of PSPCL / PSTCL on 23.12.2022and decided the issue in favour

of Part Time Workers.

Thereafter, the case file was referred to worthy CMD to take appropriate

decision by referring the case to Hon'ble AG/Pb., regarding challenging

decisions of LPAs. .

AG/Pb. opined that it will be prudent to file SLPs by challenging

the order 23.12.2022 passed in LPA no. 9512019 titled as PSPCL VS Surinder

Singh & Ors. or other similar cases which are decided on the basis of aforesaid

LPA.

CE/HRD vide letter dt.1 5.03 .2023, informed that on this matter

Agenda no. 4212P-64lvol-13l10.03 .2023 was put up before BODs / PSPCL on

14.03.2023 wherein it has been decided that the PTS matter should be

challenged by filing SLP in each case.

Hon'ble AG/Pb. deputed Ms. Manpreet Kaur, Advocate for

drafting the SLPs in subject cited matter and Advocate Ajay Pal Advocate on

Record at Delhi for filing SLP in PTS matter, so you are requested to go

through the aforesaid explained position and direct to all offices under your



kind contro[that SLp should be filed against order passed in LPA no' 95 12019

tiiled as pSpCL Vs Surinder Singh and along with other LPAs decided on

23.12.2022.

For filing sLPs, it is advised to contact Ms. Manpreet Kaur

personally at chandigarh (Mobile no. gglglg3glz) by deputing senior

Officer of defending offices & get the SLP drafted in PTS matter through her

& thereafter transmit the said draft of SLP to Advocate Ajay Pal, Advocate

on Record, so that he can file SLP in Supreme Court within time. Despite

above if any case left unchallengeable within time, then Goncerned

office(s) will be responsible for the lapse at personal level.

It is also informed that as per advice of AG/Pb., Advocate

Manpreet Kaur shall be paid Rs. 5000/- per case for drafting of sLP along

with thaaBplication for stay etc. and Advocate. on Record Advocate Ajay Pal

shall be paid Rs. 1,50,000 1-for a batch of 10 cases each'

Treat it most urgent
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Aman Pal
Addl. Advocate General-cum-
Head of Office.
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4th March, 2023Tel. :

Fax :
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LPA no. gs 12019 titted as PSPCL Vs Surinder singh along

clubbed LPA nos 618 to 643 of 2019, LPA nos'

93 19 4 r31 6,3 17 1326 1327,665,67 6,67 7

(Regarding regularization of Part Time Workers setTices in

view of the policy dated 04.03.1999)

De-as\ JJ.A

The Advocate General, Punjab office was asked about the next

course of action with respect to LPA No. 95 of 2019 titled as PSPCL Vs-

Surinder Singh along with clubbed LPAs regarding regularization of

part time workers services. For the sake of brevity, the facts of the above

mentioned cases are not being reproduced herein. In brief, the Hon'ble

Division Bench of the High Court vide its decision dated 23.12.2A22

have passed an order in favour of the employees/part time workers

under the policy dated 04.03.1999.

The Legal Advisor of PSPCL, Mr. Kamal Joshi had a detailed

discussion with respect to the above mentioned matters with the Ld.

Advocate Gener4l, Punjab in his office. It has been mutually decided

that as the stakes involved in the maffer are very heavy and looking at

the gravity of the case, the decision of the Division Bench of the High

Court dated 23.12.2022 with respect to issue of regularization of

services of those employees who had completed l0 years or more

services as parttime workers, it would be prudent to challenge the said

orders by way of filing SLPs in each case. As discussed in the meeting,

the SLps which are to be filed in the Hon'ble Suprerne Court of India

may be divided into three bunches. Each bunch will be dealt with by

one assisting counsel and.one Senior Advocate. The fees of the assisting

counsel may be fixed as Rs. 1.5 Lakhs for each bunch. The expenses of

filing each SLP would be separute as actual.



frB+Au troftrdr, frs
A rlv o c ate- Ge n e ral, p unj o b

Tel ' 0172-2710287

F.ar 0172-2711826

The fees of the Senior Advocate would be fixed after discussion
with the respective Senior Advocate. Mr. Ajay Pal, Advocate who is also
Advocate on Record for the State of Punjab will be the contact person
in Delhi and Ms. Manpreet Kaur, Mobile No. 98 18183 917 would be the

contact person at Chandigarh. The respective Departments would

contact Ms. Manpreet Kaur at Chandigarh for getting the SLPs drafted,

who would be paid a sum of Rs. 5000/- for drafting each SLP and would

also be responsible for transmitting the same to N'Ir. Ajay Pal in Delhi,

who in turn will be responsible for dividing the SLPs in three bunches

and getting the matters listed as mentioned above.

This is for your information and necess ary action please.

n
L,r-7sg.. ^^

Sh. Baldev Singh Sran,
Chairm a n-c u m-M anaging Directo r,

Punjab State Power Corporation Ltd.
Ihe Mall, Patialr

Yourslincerely,


